Procedure for reviewing articles submitted to the Przegląd Geofizyczny
(eng. Review of Geophysics)

Every scientific article submitted for publication in the Review of Geophysics (with the exception of articles submitted to the Scientific Discussion section) is subject to a review procedure, which consists of the following stages:

1. Preliminary assessment of the article's content compatibility with the profile of the Review of Geophysics and the Editorial Committee's decision to admit it to the review process.
2. Reviews carried out by two independent reviewers from outside the scientific units affiliated by the authors of the publication (the review form is available on the Journal's website), after their statements that there is no conflict of interest with the authors.
3. The identities of both reviewers and authors are concealed from each other throughout the review.
4. In case of conflicting decisions of the reviewers regarding the acceptance of the publication for print, the Editorial Committee may appoint a third reviewer, whose opinion is binding.
5. The Journal checks submitted texts for plagiarism.
6. The content of the review is passed on to the author responsible for contacts with the Editorial Office.
7. The Editorial Office conducts a correspondence exchange between the authors and the reviewers and, based on their opinions, makes a decision about printing in the Review of Geophysics.
8. After the authors make any substantive corrections, the article is checked for language correctness.
9. Language corrections are introduced into the text by the authors.
10. The journal is published under a Creative Commons (CC BY 4.0) - Attribution license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode). Submitting an article for review implies consent to its distribution under this license. Anyone may copy, distribute, or use these articles for any purpose, provided they credit the author and the original source.